FLOOR SHOW
Give your floor a makeover – and see your home transformed.
Today’s choices make it easy

WOOD FLOORING
Wooden floors are beautiful, practical and
enduring. There’s a limitless choice – from
simple planks to intricate parquet designs,
and colourways ranging from rich dark
shades to pale, bleached finishes that suit
any style or budget. However, it’s also
important to consider other factors such
as light exposure, room shape and space,
and the flow of traffic – a busy family area
will require a more practical choice than,
say, a quiet study or guest room.
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G

etting the flooring right in a room scheme is intrinsic
to the success of the overall look. No matter how beautiful
the furnishings or colour scheme may be, nondescript tiles,
bland laminates or tired carpeting will cancel out their style
credentials. The good news is that transforming a dull floor need not be
prohibitively expensive or disruptive, provided you choose well and opt
for a reputable supplier. And even if you aren’t able to make massive
changes in your current home, investing in a rug that will not only enliven
a room, but which you’ll enjoy for years to come, is a great option. Here’s a
round-up of some of the best flooring choices for homes in the UAE.
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WINNER

ALWAYS ENSURE THAT THE
COMPANY YOU CHOOSE TO
SUPPLY YOUR WOODEN
FLOOR SOURCES MATERIALS
FROM SUSTAINABLE FORESTS
AND IS CERTIFIED AS SUCH

Opposite Oak Story 187 Alpine
wood flooring Woodfloors Middle
East, Dh520 per square metre.
Clockwise from above Nahar TW
Larch Eben wood flooring Ace,
Dh335 per square metre Kährs
Arctic Oak wood flooring Nordic
Homeworx, Dh475 per square
metre including installation Swiss
Hardwoods Oak White PC Brown
wood flooring Floorworld, Dh245
per square metre.
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